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Included with Metasequoia is a set of universal command lines used to set up and. a set of universal command line commands included with Metasequoia to perform. The command line has set up Visual Studio 2019 Code-Debugger and an integrated Python.Legendary DJ and frequent collaborator to the Pogues
and Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Shane MacGowan, produced the landmark album Singalonga Uptown Saturday Night! in 1981 and it’s a record that’s become highly revered and iconic in the scene. The album is one of the earliest ambient albums, perfecting the form that was to come. It’s layered synth work really
sculpt the soundscape, and now after nearly thirty years it’s finally seeing a limited vinyl reissue. The album’s beautiful cover art is by Ian Toner (who’s done the artwork for a number of U2 albums) who’s recently been at the forefront of a “retro boom” that we’ve seen across the board in fashion, film and music;
bringing the pop culture sensibilities of a bygone era into the 21st century. On top of that it’s been reissued on 180gm heavyweight vinyl, giving it that extra heft. You can grab a copy for yourself by clicking right here! Set to a mix of songs from Singalonga Uptown Saturday Night! and various B-sides and
demos, Cracked Up’s 79th release explores the 50s’ and 60s’ roots of the genre’s evolution. Songs from the sessions would later feature on the Pogues’ album Rum, Sodomy & The Lash and the album’s incarnation that was recorded with Bobby Clancy (who’d supply choruses and harmonies on the band’s
immensely influential Let Me Irish You Again from 1986) would be retitled ‘Disco Inferno’. As with much of the band’s work over the last decade, all of the members of the band are there; with Shane MacGowan, his brother Rory and Fionn Regan all contributing vocals, songwriting and instrumental duties.
Encompassing bangers such as Soul Deep and Dance With This Hand, Cracked Up explores the distinct sound of early 80s punk. Cracked Up is now available on limited edition heavyweight vinyl
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